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Abstract. In social interactions, it is common for one party to possess
more or better knowledge about a speciﬁc transaction than others. In
this situation, parties who are more knowledgeable might perform opportunistic behavior to others, which is against others’ interest thus leading
to relationship deterioration. In this study, we propose formal models
of opportunism, which consist of the properties knowledge asymmetry,
value opposition and intention, based on situation calculus in diﬀerent
context settings. We illustrate our formalization through a simple example. Further study on its emergence and constraint mechanism can be
carried out based on the formal models.
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Introduction

Consider a common social interaction. A seller is trying to sell a cup to a buyer
and it is known by the seller beforehand that the cup is actually broken (e.g.
there is a crack at the bottom of the cup). The buyer buys the cup for its good
appearance, but of course gets disappointed when he ﬁlls it with water. In this
example, the seller earns money from the buyer by exploiting the opportunity
of knowledge asymmetry about the cup, while the buyer just focuses on the
appearance of the cup rather than being leaky or not. Such a social behavior
intentionally performed by the seller is ﬁrst proposed by economist Williamson
as opportunism [1]. Opportunistic behavior commonly exists in business transactions and other types of social interactions in various forms such as deceit,
lying and betraying.
Viewing individuals as agents, we may have similar problems in multi-agent
system research. Interacting agents were modeled to behave in a human-like way
with characteristics of autonomy, local views and decentralization [2]. When such
agents possess diﬀerent quantity or quality of relevant information and try to
maximize their beneﬁts, they may probably perform opportunistic behavior to
others, which is against others’ beneﬁts or the norms of the system. For example,
in a system with the norm of equity, an agent may hide important information to
his or her peers for increasing his own payoﬀ. The agent’s behavior has negative
results for other agents involved in the relationship and strongly aﬀects the
cooperative relationship once it is unveiled.
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In order to explore this problem, we need to have a formal model of opportunism which can be applied in any context and serve as a basic framework
for future research. Logic-based formalisms are one of the alternatives for its
capacity of describing and reasoning. Through the speciﬁcation by logic, we can
understand more clearly the elements in the deﬁnition and how they constitute
this social behavior. More importantly, we can derive interesting properties that
are useful for our future research. Thus, we are motivated to propose a formal
speciﬁcation of opportunism by mathematical logic based on our deﬁnition. We
believe that such a research perspective can ease the debates about opportunism
in social science. Moreover, future work on its emergence and constraint mechanism can be conducted based on our formal model, rendering our study relevant
for MAS research.
In this paper, we ﬁrst have a clear deﬁnition of opportunism extended from
Williamson’s, highlighting the key elements we need to model. Aiming at the
investigation about the diﬀerent judgement on opportunistic behavior, we integrate the notion of value to represent agents’ preference on situations. We then
formalize opportunism using the situation calculus [6,7] as our technical framework based on our extended deﬁnition. We ﬁrst consider opportunistic behavior
as a single action between two agents, and then extend it to multiple actions
and incorporate social context in the model. Our formal models of opportunism
consist of the property knowledge asymmetry, value opposition and intention,
and represent how they relate to each other. We illustrate how to use our formal
models through a simple example selling a broken cup.

2

Defining Opportunism with Value

In this section, we extend Williamson’s deﬁnition of opportunism and suggest
a more explicit one as a prelude and basis to proposing a formal model in the
next section.
2.1

Definition of Opportunism

The classical deﬁnition of opportunism is oﬀered by Williamson [1] as “selfinterest seeking with guile”. While this deﬁnition has been used in a large amount
of research, it only mentions two attributes, self-interest and guile, explicitly,
leaving other attributes for researchers to interpret from diﬀerent perspectives.
For example, Das deﬁned partner opportunism as “behavior by a partner ﬁrm
that is motivated to pursue its self-interest with deceit to achieve gains at the
expense of the other alliance members” [3]. Even though it is elaborated enough,
it has the suggestion that opportunistic individuals are meant to harm others, which cannot be derived from Williamson’s deﬁnition. In this study, based
on the deﬁnition of Williamson, we compare opportunistic scenarios with nonopportunistic ones, and redeﬁne this social behavior in a more explicit way.
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Opportunism is a behavior that is motivated by self-interest and takes advantage of relevant knowledge asymmetry 1 to achieve gains, regardless of the principles.
First of all, there has been reached consensus that opportunistic behavior is
performed with self-interest motivation [3]. We admit that self-interested pursuit
is the natural property of human beings, but opportunism is more than that:
individuals with opportunistic behavior do not care about the negative eﬀects
on others.
Secondly, relevant knowledge asymmetry provides the chance to individuals to be opportunistic. Opportunistic individuals may break the contracts or
the relational norms using the relevant knowledge that others do not have. It
is important for opportunistic individuals to use cheating, deceit or inﬁdelity
for hiding their self-interest motive. Therefore, individuals with more relevant
knowledge will have more potential for opportunistic behavior.
Thirdly, principles are ignored by opportunistic individuals. The reason to
use “ignore” here is to distinguish opportunism from accidentally bringing harm
to others. Opportunistic behavior is performed on purpose without any compensation to the victims. Principles can be the value of others, or the contract rules
or the relational norms that are used for balancing various interests and already
agreed to by a majority of the individuals.
Fourthly, even though we did not explicitly declare the result of performing
opportunistic behavior in our extended deﬁnition, such a social behavior must
result in gains at the expense of others. Any self-interested behavior that does
not aﬀect other individuals should not be considered as opportunism.
From the above elaboration, we have something important to keep in mind:
it is not the intention of opportunistic individuals to harm others even though
opportunism is deliberate with self-interest motives. The ignored principles are a
speciﬁc kind of knowledge about the interest of others that cannot be considered
as an intention to be opportunistic. This is one of the properties that we are going
to show through our formal model of opportunism.
2.2

Integrating with Value

Based on the informal deﬁnition of opportunism, the example about hiding information that we encountered in the introduction is opportunistic behavior, since
it is against others’ beneﬁts or the norms of the system. However, if hiding is
not forbidden by the norm, the agent could not be said to have done anything
wrong. Or if other agents agree with that agents having more important information deserve more payoﬀ, it may not be against other agents’ interest. We
can see that both the system’s norms and the agents’ perspectives can inﬂuence
the judgement of opportunism, and they are the representation of value systems
1

Even though many papers in social science use information asymmetry to represent
the situation where one party in a transaction knows more compared to another, we
would rather revise it as knowledge asymmetry in this paper for the purpose of being
consistent with our technical framework of situation calculus and its extensions.
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at the collective level and individual level respectively, which may be diﬀerent
among systems and agents.
Value is something that we think is important, and various types of values
together with their orderings form a value system. By integrating the notion of
value into our model, the result of performing opportunistic behavior is represented as the promotion of opportunistic individuals’ value and the demotion of
others’ value. Furthermore, even though a value system is relatively stable within
individuals, it may diﬀer across diﬀerent individuals and societies. For societies,
each has its own value system as part of the social context and it serves as the
basis for any judgment within the society. In this sense, some behaviors which are
regarded as opportunistic in one society may not be considered as opportunistic in another society, if the two societies do not share the same value system.
A similar idea, although more focusing on opportunistic propensity, can be found
in [5]. Given the value system of the society, opportunistic behavior promotes
the self-interest which is in opposition with others’ value.

3

Technical Framework: Situation Calculus

Situation calculus provides a formal language for representing and reasoning
about dynamical domains based on ﬁrst-order logic. There are three types of
sorts: actions that can be performed by agents, situations representing a history
of action occurrences and objects for everything else. Situation S0 represents
the initial situation that no action can result in. The special predicate do(a, s)
denotes the unique situation that results from the performing of action a in
situation s. The properties of situations are speciﬁed through relational and
functional ﬂuents taking a situation term as their last argument, which means
their truth value may vary from situation to situation. The eﬀects of actions on
ﬂuents are deﬁned by successor state axioms. Also propositions P can be used
instead of ﬂuents, that is, their truth values are not dependent on the situation
but consistent throughout all the situations.
With situation calculus, we can reason about how the world changes as the
result of the available actions. A Basic Action Theory from Reiter [7] is deﬁned
as
D = Σ ∪ Dap ∪ Dss ∪ Dso ∪ Duna
Σ: the set of foundational axioms,
–
–
–
–

do(a1 , s1 ) = do(a2 , s2 ) → a1 = a2 ∧ s1 = s2 ;
(∀Q)Q(S0 ) ∧ (∀s, a)[Q(s) → Q(do(a, s))] → (∀s)Q(s);
s  do(a, s ) ≡ s  s ;
¬s  S0 ;

Dap : the set of actions preconditions,
P oss(a(x), s) ≡ πa (x, s)
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Dss : the set of successor state axioms,
F (do(a, s)) ≡ γF+ (a, s) ∨ (F (s) ∧ ¬γF− (a, s))
Here γF+ (a, s) and γF− (a, s) are two formulas expressing the conditions for the
ﬂuent F becoming true and false, respectively; Dso : the sentences uniform in S0
describing the initial situation; Duna : the unique name axioms for actions.
This is a brief overview of situation calculus, which is the technical preliminary of our formalization. However, this language can only provide information
about the history of a situation and there is no way to represent the future of a
situation. For example, propositions like “I sell the cup now” cannot be represented by situation calculus. Since this representation is of great importance to
our formalization, we extend the situation to one-step further in the future. An
extended situation is a pair (s, s ) such that s is a situation and s is the next
situation of s, and occur is a relation between actions and situations. Here is the
semantic of occur:
– (s, s )  occur(a, s) iﬀ s = do(a, s). That is, occur(a, s) holds if action a
occurs in situation s.
After John McCarthy’s introduction of this theory, people made extensions
capable of representing knowledge, belief, intention and obligation in order to
better reason about actions and their eﬀects on the world [8–10]. We will introduce and adopt those extensions in the following sections as appropriate. Since
in situation calculus the last argument is always a situation, we will follow this
convention in this paper for any deﬁnition of ﬂuents and predicates.

4

Formalizing Opportunism

4.1

Knowledge Asymmetry

We adopt the approach of Scherl to formalizing knowledge, which is to add
an agents’ possible-world model of knowledge to situation calculus [9]. To treat
knowledge as a ﬂuent, we have a binary relation K(s , s), reading as situation s is
epistemically accessible from situation s. It is reﬂexive, transitive and symmetric.
Definition 4.1.1.
def

Know(i, φ, s) = (∀s )Ki (s , s) → φ[s ]
This deﬁnition shows that an agent has knowledge about φ if and only if φ
holds in all the epistemic possible situations of the agent. Then we can have the
deﬁnition of knowledge asymmetry.
Definition 4.1.2.
def

KnowAsym(i,j, φ, s) =

Know(i, φ, s) ∧ ¬Know(j, φ, s) ∧ Know(i, ¬Know(j, φ, s), s)
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KnowAsym is a ﬂuent in situation s where agent i has knowledge about φ while
agent j does not have and this is also known by agent i. It can be the other way
around with i and j. But for deﬁning opportunism, we only limit this deﬁnition
to one case. Note that φ can represent any proposition in this deﬁnition.
4.2

Value Opposition

From the deﬁnition of opportunism, we know that agents have diﬀerent evaluations on the same state transition. For agent i who performs opportunistic
behavior, his value gets promoted, while the value of agent j gets demoted. We
argue that this is because agents always make the evaluation from their perspective, which is part of their value system. This property of state transition is
named value opposition in this study. In order to extend our technical framework
with value theory, we deﬁne a symbol V to represent agents’ value system and a
binary relation < over situations to represent agents’ preference, where s <V s
denotes “s is preferred to s based on value system V ”.
In situation calculus, situations can be described in terms of propositions P ,
which are structured with objects and their properties. For having preferences on
situations, we argue that agents evaluate the truth value of speciﬁc propositions,
which are called perspectives in this study, based on their value systems. For
instance, the buyer tries to see if the cup has good quality or not in order to
have a preference on the situations before and after the transaction. In order to
specify agents’ preference on situations, we ﬁrst deﬁne a function EvalRef that
represents agents’ perspective for evaluation:
Definition 4.2.1.
EvalRef : V × S × S → P
It returns a proposition that an agent refers to for specifying his preference on
two situations based on his value system. It is worth noting that in real life
agents’ speciﬁcation of preferences on situations is based on a set of propositions
2P rather than a single proposition. For instance, both whether the cup has
good quality and appearance are important to the buyer. For simplicity, here we
restrict the return value to only one proposition without loss of generality.
Once having this reference function, we can specify agents’ preferences on
situations, where V is restricted to perspective-based value:
s <V s ≡ Know(¬p, s) ∧ Know(p, s )where p = EvalRef (V, s, s )
s >V s ≡ Know(p, s) ∧ Know(¬p, s )where p = EvalRef (V, s, s )
It means that an agent’s value gets promoted/demoted from s and s when the
truth value of the proposition p that the agent refers to based on his value system
V changes. As for the example about selling the broken cup, the seller’s value
gets promoted when he knows that he has earned money from the transaction,
whereas the buyer’s value gets demoted when he knows that the cup is broken.
Because of having diﬀerent value systems, they refer to diﬀerent propositions and
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thereby evaluate diﬀerent propositions for specifying their preferences. Similar
to knowledge asymmetry, we only limit the speciﬁcation to one case for the truth
value of p.
Definition 4.2.2.
def

V alueOppo(i, j, s, s ) = s <Vi s ∧ s >Vj s
We deﬁne value opposition as a property of state transition where a state transition from s to s can promote the value of agent i but demote the value of agent j.
In other words, agent i has positive eﬀects from the state transition, while agent j
has negative eﬀects. Again, we only limit the deﬁnition to one case for deﬁning
opportunism.
4.3

Intention

Opportunistic behavior is performed by intent rather than by accident. In order
to suggest this aspect in our formal model, we adopt the logic of intention to do
something for being something in our framework. The deﬁnition of Intend is as
below:
Definition 4.3.1.
def

Intend(i, a, φ, s) = (∀s )Ii (s , s) → occur(a, s ) ∧ φ[s , do(a, s )]
I(s , s) denotes the intentional accessibility relation of an agent, meaning that
what is the case in situation s is intended to have in situation s. occur(a, s )
is true when action a is performed in situation s , and φ is true in the state
transition. An intention of agent i Intend(i, a, φ, s) holds if and only if both
occur(a, s ) and φ[s , do(a, s )] hold in all intentional possible situations of agent i.
Based on this deﬁnition of intention, we have two instances for value promotion
pro(j) = s <Vj do(a, s ) and value demotion de(j) = s >Vj do(a, s ) by action
a, which will be later used for providing the ﬁnal deﬁnition and proving its
properties
def

Intend(i, a, pro(j, v), s) = (∀s )Ii (s , s) → occur(a, s ) ∧ s <Vj do(a, s )
def

Intend(i, a, de(j, v), s) = (∀s )Ii (s , s) → occur(a, s ) ∧ s >Vj do(a, s )
Intend(i, a, pro(j), s) denotes that agent i intends to promote the value of agent
j by action a in situation s. Similar for Intend(i, a, de(j), s). When i = j, agent
i intends to promote or demote his own value by action a.
4.4

Opportunistic Behavior

The above deﬁnitions are pivotal ingredients that we need for having the formal
model of opportunism: knowledge asymmetry as the precondition, value opposition as the eﬀect, and intention as the mental state. Besides, based on the
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informal deﬁnition we gave in Sect. 2, there are two more aspects that should
be suggested in the deﬁnition. Firstly, the Knowledge that the performer has
while others do not have should be relevant to the state transition. Secondly, the
performer is aware of value opposition for the state transition beforehand but
still ignores it. Opportunism is deﬁned as follows:
Definition 4.4.1. Let D be a Situation Calculus BAT , K and I be the axioms
for knowledge and intention representation in the Situation Calculus respectively,
V be the value system of agents, EvalRef be the reference function representing the object for an agent’s evaluation on situations, and <V be a preference
ordering on situations. Then (D ∪ K ∪ I, V, EvalRef, <V ) is a situation calculus BAT extended with knowledge, intention, value and preference. Within this
system, we have
def

Opportunism(i, j, a, s) = P oss(i, j, a, s) ∧ Intend(i, a, pro(i), s) ∧ φ
where P oss(i, j, a, s) ≡ KnowAsym(i, j, φ, s)
φ = V alueOppo(i, j, s, do(a, s)).
This formula deﬁnes a predicate Opportunism where action a is performed by
agent i to agent j in the situation s. In this concise formula, the precondition of
action a is knowledge asymmetry about the state transition from s to do(a, s),
and action a is performed by intent and results in value opposition.
Another observation from the model is about the subjectivity of opportunism.
We can see through the functional ﬂuent Eval that agents always evaluate the
situations and consequently the state transition from their own perspectives,
which are part of their value systems. If the value systems upon which they have
evaluation change to other ones, the property of value opposition may become
false. Opportunism is presented as a “problem” in most research. However, the
above formal model of opportunism implies that it depends on from which perspective, or more generally value systems, we evaluate the state transition. It is
positive from the perspective of agent i, while it is negative from the perspective
of agent j. It is not necessarily a good thing or a bad thing; it could be either. In
reality and multi-agent systems, people usually take the established norms into
consideration when they decide whether it should be prevented, and the result
may be diﬀerent from society to society and from system to system.
After having the formal model of opportunism, we show how the propositions
we informally suggest in text at the beginning is captured by our formalization.
Proposition 4.4.1. Given an opportunistic behavior performed by agent i to
agent j, both agents evaluate the behavior from diﬀerent perspectives.
 Opportunism(i, j, a, s) → EvalRef (Vi , s, do(a, s)) = EvalRef (Vj , s, do(a, s))
Proof. If Opportunism(i, j, a, s) holds, the property V alueOppo(i, j, s, do(a, s))
also holds. Following the deﬁnition of value opposition, we have
s <Vi do(a, s) ∧ s >Vj do(a, s).
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The speciﬁcation of s <Vi do(a, s) is
Know(i, ¬p, s) ∧ Know(i, p, do(a, s)) where p = EvalRef (Vi , s, do(a, s))

(1)

The speciﬁcation of s >Vj do(a, s)
Know(j, q, s) ∧ Know(j, ¬q, do(a, s)) where q = EvalRef (Vj , s, do(a, s)) (2)
Sentence (1) and (2) hold together. Since knowledge is consistent (i.e., the knowledge about something and the knowledge of its negation cannot exist at the same
time), we have p = q, that is
EvalRef (Vi , s, do(a, s)) = EvalRef (Vj , s, do(a, s)).



Proposition 4.4.2. Given an opportunistic behavior performed by agent i to
agent j, agent i knows the performing of this behavior demotes agent j’s value,
but needs not intend to get this result, which is characterized by:
 Opportunism(i, j, a, s) → Know(i, s >Vj do(a, s), s)
 Opportunism(i, j, a, s) → Intend(i, a, de(j, v), s)
Proof. The ﬁrst one is already in the deﬁnition of opportunism, and we are
going to prove the second one. Since the second one means that the implication does not hold in the model, what we need to do is to ﬁnd a model where
Opportunism(i, j, a, s) is true whereas Intend(i, a, de(j), s) is false. The model
is given as follows.
Free riding is one of the classic models about opportunism, and it occurs
when someone beneﬁts from resources, goods, or services but does not pay for
them, which results in either an under-provision of those goods or services, or in
an overuse or degradation of a common property resource [25]. Suppose agent i is
a free rider, then its behavior free riding satisﬁes the deﬁnition of opportunism.
We have
P oss(i, others,f reeride, s) ∧ Intend(i, f reeride, pro(i), s) ∧ φ
where P oss(i, others, f reeride, s) ≡ KnowAsym(i, others, φ, s)
φ = V alueOppo(i, others, s, do(f reeride, s)).
Then we have the two sentences below,
(∀s )Ki (s , s) → s >Vothers do(f reeride, s )
(∀s )Ii (s , s) → occur(f reeride, s ) ∧ s <Vi do(f reeride, s )
which mean that agent i knows his behavior will demote the value of others, and
it is his intention to promote his value by free riding.
However, the following sentence, which means that it is agent i’s intention
to demote the value of others, does not hold in our model,
(∀s )Ii (s , s) → occur(f reeride, s ) ∧ s >Vothers do(f reeride, s )
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It is ﬁrstly because, in our formalization, we deﬁne K-relation and I-relation
as two distinct types of accessibility relations such that something holds
in the possible situations of knowledge does not mean that it holds in
the possible situations of intention as well. Secondly, at the empirical level,
agent i does not intend to reduce others’ share of public goods. Therefore,
Intend(i, f reeride, de(others), s) does not hold in our model.

4.5

Opportunistic Behavior for Multiple Actions

In the previous section, we only consider one single action as opportunistic behavior. But in real life it is common that opportunistic behavior consists of multiple actions. For instance, unlike the simple selling example at the beginning of
this paper, commerce transactions between businesses usually have a couple of
actions, each of which ends up with a status. In this context, the sequence of
actions is opportunistic behavior instead of any single action within. Of course, a
sequence of actions can be seen as one action if we only look at the precondition
of the ﬁrst action and the eﬀect of the last action, but we may also investigate
what properties we can derive from opportunistic behavior for multiple actions.
In situation calculus, a binary function do(a, s) is used to denote the situation resulting from performing action a in situation s, so for a ﬁnite sequence
of actions [a1 , . . . , an ], the situation resulting from performing the sequence of
actions in situation s is denoted as do(an , do(an−1 , . . . , do(a1 , s))). Therefore,
based on Deﬁnition 4.1.1, the formal model of opportunistic behavior for multiple actions is given as below:
Definition 4.5.1. Let D be a Situation Calculus BAT , K and I be the axioms
for knowledge and intention representation in the Situation Calculus respectively,
V be the value system of agents, EvalRef be the reference function representing the object for an agent’s evaluation on situations, and <V be a preference
ordering on situations. Then (D ∪ K ∪ I, V, EvalRef, <V ) is a situation calculus BAT extended with knowledge, intention, value and preference. Within this
system, we have
def

Opportunism(i, j, [a1 , . . . , an ], s1 ) =

P oss(i, j, ak , sk ) ∧ Intend(i, ak , pro(i), sk ) ∧ φ
1≤k≤n

where P oss(i, j, ak , sk ) ≡ KnowAsym(i, j, φ, sk )
φ = V alueOppo(i, j, s1 , do(an , do(an−1 , . . . , do(a1 , s1 ))))
sk = do(ak−1 , . . . , do(a1 , s1 ))(1 < k ≤ n)
Because each action in the sequence must be possible to be performed and it
is the property of intention to be persistent [27], knowledge asymmetry and
intention is true in sk for 1 ≤ k ≤ n. Value opposition is the property of the state
transition by the sequence of actions. A ﬁnite sequence of actions [a1 , . . . , an ],
which is performed by agent i to agent j in situation s1 , is opportunistic behavior
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if and only if each action is possible with the intention to promote agent i’s
value and the whole sequence results in value opposition for agent i and j. This
deﬁnition captures some interesting properties, which cannot be derived from
Deﬁnition 4.4.1.
Proposition 4.5.1. Given a ﬁnite sequence of actions [a1 , . . . , an ] as opportunistic behavior, we can prove that
 Opportunism(i, j, [a1 , . . . , an ], s1 ) →
KnowAsym(i, j, φ, sk ) ≡ KnowAsym(i, j, φ, do(ak , sk ))(1 < k < n)
Proof. Each action in the sequence is possible to be performed and also
P oss(i, j, ak , sk ) ≡ KnowAsym(i, j, φ, sk )(1 ≤ k ≤ n)
sk = do(ak−1 , . . . , do(a1 , s1 ))(1 < k ≤ n)
Combining these two formulas, we can easily get
KnowAsym(i, j, φ, sk ) ≡ KnowAsym(i, j, φ, do(ak , sk ))(1 ≤ k < n).



This proposition shows that, when opportunistic behavior consists of a sequence
of actions, property knowledge asymmetry is preserved throughout the whole
sequence.
Proposition 4.5.2. Given a ﬁnite sequence of actions [a1 , . . . , an ] as opportunistic behavior, we can prove action ai needs not be opportunistic, which is
characterized by
 Opportunism(i, j, [a1 , . . . , an ], s1 )(n > 1) →
Opportunism(i, j, ak , sk )(1 ≤ k ≤ n)
Proof. In order to prove this proposition, we are going to ﬁnd a counterexample
of opportunistic behavior which satisﬁes n > 1 but each action does not satisfy
all the properties of opportunism.
Freeriding is still a nice model to prove this property. Since freeriding is one
form of opportunistic behavior, Opportunism(i, others, f reeride, s1 ) is true in
our model. Now we are going to split it into a sequence of actions [a1 , . . . , an ]
and suppose a free rider exist in a society with a large population and beneﬁts
from the public goods without paying. Since the amount that the free rider is
supposed to pay is shared by a large population, other agents do not notice (or
even not care about) the small change thus not getting their value demoted for
little amount of freeriding. That is, for action ak ,
Know(others, q, do(ak , sk )) → ¬(sk >Vj do(ak , sk ))
holds, where q = EvalRef (Vothers , s, do(ak , sk )). Therefore, it is not true that
Opportunism(i, j, ak , sk )(1 ≤ k ≤ n).
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However, once the amount that the free rider is supposed to pay accumulates
to be large enough for getting other agents’ value demoted (the whole sequence
of actions is considered) will it be regarded as opportunistic behavior. By theoretical comparison, this example is quite similar to Sorites paradox, where grains
are individually removed from a heap of sands and the heap stops being a heap
when the process is repeated for enough times [11]. So it is also interesting to
think about when the behavior starts to be regarded as opportunistic.
In the example above, the fact associated with agents’ preference is ignored
for its small change. It is also possible that the information associated with
an agent’s preference is blocked. In this case, he cannot specify his preference
on the situations and consequently cannot evaluate the actions. Only when he
receives the speciﬁc information and compares his current situation with previous
situations can the sequence of actions be considered as opportunistic behavior.
4.6

Opportunistic Behavior with Social Context

In the previous sections, we made an assumption for the sake of simplicity that
there is no legal or moral evaluation being made or implied to opportunistic
behavior such that it is not necessary good or bad. However, agents in MAS are
residing in a social context which provides obligations, permissions and other
types of norms for guiding agents’ behaviors. The setting of those norms can
also reﬂect the value system of a society. To have a formal model of opportunism
with social context, we can of course replace the agent j in our previous models
with a society (in this way, we see the whole society as an agent) and get similar
properties as in last two sections, but now we are more interested in putting
opportunism in a deontic-based social context to see how it relates to social
norms. Thus, in this section, we are going to put opportunistic behavior into a
social context with norms and propose a formal model of opportunism from this
perspective.
For deﬁning opportunistic behavior with social context, we adopt the deﬁnition of knowledge asymmetry and intention in previous sections but redeﬁne
value opposition. Firstly, we have three normative statuses, which are similar to
deontic logic.
– it is obligatory that (OB)
– it is permissible that (PE)
– it is forbidden that (FO)
Secondly, we deﬁne the above deontic notions for specifying the normative propositions Π.
Definition 4.6.1.
def

OB(i, a, s) = (∀s )Ri (s , s) → occur(a, s )
def

P E(i, a, s) = (∃s )Ri (s , s) ∧ occur(a, s )
def

F O(i, a, s) = (∀s )Ri (s , s) → ¬occur(a, s )
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where Ri (s , s) denotes the deontic accessibility relation of agent i, meaning that
what is the case in situation s is ideal for situation s, and occur(a, s ) is true
when action a is performed in situation s . R-relation is serial, which means for
all situations s there is at least one possible situation s such that Ri (s , s) holds.
This property of R-relation ensures OB(i, a, s) → P E(i, a, s) to be hold, which
is also consistent with our intuition. Each modality can be taken as a basic to
deﬁne the other two modalities.
We then specify the social preference on situations, where V is restricted to
deontic-based social value.
s <VA s ≡ (∃a, i)s = do(a, s) ∧ OB(i, a, s)
s >VA s ≡ (∃a, i)s = do(a, s) ∧ F O(i, a, s)
Here symbol A represents the whole society, which is a set of agents. The ﬁrst
one means that the social value gets promoted if there exists an action whose
performing complies with the social norm, while the second one means that the
social value gets demoted if there exists an action whose performing violates the
social norm.
Together with the speciﬁcation of agents’ preferences on situations, we have
the deﬁnition of value opposition between agents and the whole society.
Definition 4.6.2.
def

V alueOppo(i, A, s, s ) = s <Vi s ∧ s >VA s
For the state transition from s to s , the value of agent i gets promoted whereas
the social value gets demoted. We only limit the deﬁnition to one case excluding
the other way around for deﬁning opportunism.
Therefore, similar to Deﬁnition 4.4.1, we have the deﬁnition of opportunistic
behavior with social context.
Definition 4.6.3. Let D be a Situation Calculus BAT , K and I be the axioms
for knowledge and intention representation in the Situation Calculus respectively, V be the value system of agents, EvalRef be the reference function representing the object for an agent’s evaluation on situations, Π be a ﬁnite set
of normative propositions, and <V be a preference ordering on situations. Then
(D∪K ∪I, V, EvalRef, Π, <V ) is a situation calculus BAT extended with knowledge, intention, value, norms and preference. Within this system, we have
def

Opportunism(i, A, a, s) = P oss(i, A, a, s)Intend(i, a, pro(i), s) ∧ φ
where P oss(i, A, a, s) ≡ KnowAsym(i, A, φ, s)
φ = V alueOppo(i, A, s, do(a, s)).
Action a performed by agent i is regarded as opportunistic behavior if and only
if it is performed with the asymmetric knowledge φ about the state transition
from s to do(a, s) and the intention of self-interest, and results in value opposition
against the society A where he is staying.
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The deﬁnition of opportunistic behavior with social context shows that, given
the value system of a society, opportunistic behavior is considered to be bad since
its performing results in demoting the social value. Further, it implies the moral
dilemma concerning the conﬂict between desire and obligation. More precisely, an
agent has the desire “to do what one wants”, while the social context where the
agent is residing gives the obligation “to do what one ought to do”. Opportunistic
agents follow their desire but ignore the obligation. Hence, it should be prohibited
by laws or social norms from the perspective of the whole society.
Since we assume a social context with norms in this section, it is worth investigating the relation between deontic notions and mental states. Our formalization governs Proposition 4.6.1 regarding opportunistic agents having knowledge
about the relevant norms, and Proposition 4.6.2 and Proposition 4.6.3 about the
intention of opportunistic behavior not being derived from the obligation.
Proposition 4.6.1. Let action a be opportunistic behavior performed by agent
i within society A in situation s, then for the social norm associated with action
a F O(i, a, s) ∈ Π we have
 Opportunism(i, A, a, s) → Know(i, F O(i, a, s), s)
Proof. Since Opportunism(i, A, a, s) holds, by Deﬁnition 4.6.3, agent i must
have knowledge about the eﬀect of performing action a, that is, Know(i, φ, s)
holds, where φ represents value opposition. By Deﬁnition 4.6.2, φ = s <Vi
do(a, s) ∧ s >VA do(a, s). Therefore, Know(i, s >VA do(a, s), s) holds. Because
V is restricted to deontic-based social value in our model, s >VA do(a, s) ≡
F O(a, s) holds, thereby Know(i, F O(i, a, s), s) holds as well.

Agents have the knowledge about the relevant norms in the society and
decide whether and which to comply with based on their own analysis. Typically,
opportunistic agents behave in their interest, regardless of the social norms they
are supposed to follow.
Moreover, intention might be derived from obligation (I ought to go to work
this morning, so I intend to go to work this morning), or might just come from
agents’ own desire (I feel thirsty, so I intend to get some water). In a given
situation, agents intend to perform opportunistic behavior, which is motivated
by self-interest. In order to prove this property rigorously, we should ﬁrst prove
the disobedience of opportunistic behavior.
Proposition 4.6.2. Let action a be opportunistic behavior performed by agent
i within society A in situation s, and Vi be agent i’s value system, we can prove
 Opportunism(i, A, a, s) → (Vi = Obedience)
Proof. By contradiction, we assume that Vi = Obedience. Because agent i obeys
to the social norm in order to promote his value, action a should not be forbidden
by the society, that is, F O(a, s) does not hold. Consequently, s >VA do(a, s) and
Opportunism(i, A, a, s) do not hold, either. Therefore, Vi = Obedience is false
for opportunistic behavior.
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Using Proposition 4.6.2, we are going to prove it does not hold in opportunistic behavior that the intention is derived from the obligation.
Proposition 4.6.3. Let action a be opportunistic behavior performed by agent
i within society A in situation s, then for the social norm associated with action
a OB(i, a, s) ∈ Π, we can prove
 Opportunism(i, A, a, s) → ¬(OB(i, a, s) → Intend(i, a, pro(i), s))
Proof. We can prove this proposition by contradiction. Suppose action a is
opportunistic behavior and sentence OB(i, a, s) → Intend(i, a, pro(i), s) holds
in our model, which means the intended situations of agent i are the subset
of ideal situations, formalized as (∀s )Ii (s , s) → Ri (s , s), where s in Ii (s , s)
is restricted to the situation that satisﬁes pro(i). Therefore, agent i intends
to promote his own value and the social value by action a. Of course, when
agent i’s value is obedience, both agent i’s value and the social value are promoted. But we have already proved in Proposition 4.6.2 that this possibility does not exist. So our assumption at the beginning is wrong. Therefore,
OB(i, a, s) → Intend(i, a, pro(i), s) does not hold in our model.


5

Example: Selling a Broken Cup

Recall the example that we used to introduce opportunism at the beginning of
the paper. The scenario is simple but enough to illustrate our formal model
of opportunism. We label the seller and the buyer as s and b, who can be
in one of the situations: S0 (the initial situation, before the transaction) and
do(a, S0 ) (after the transaction). The seller can either sell the cup (a = sell(x))
or keep it. If the seller performs the action sell(x) in S0 , then situation will go
to do(sell(x), S0 ).
In situation S0 , the asymmetric knowledge owned by the seller but not the
buyer is not only about the broken cup, but also the state transition: once
the transaction ﬁnishes, the situation will go from S0 to do(sell(x), S0 ), which
gets the value of the seller promoted whereas the value of the buyer demoted.
That is, the precondition KnowAsym(s, b, φ, S0 ) holds. Now consider the value
for both parties. Apparently both parties go for economic value. However, they
have diﬀerent and contradictory perspectives about the economic value. What
the seller looks at is how much money he earns from the transaction. When
the seller knows the broken cup has already been sold, his value gets promoted (S0 <Vs do(sell(x), S0 ) holds). Conversely, what the buyer looks at is
whether the cup has good quality or not. So when the buyer knows the cup
is broken, his value gets demoted (S0 >Vb do(sell(x), S0 ) holds). The above
two sentences ensure V alueOppo(s, b, S0 , do(sell(x), S0 )). Further, since it is
the seller’s intention to sell the broken cup to the buyer for promoting his
value, sentence Intend(s, sell(x), pro(s), S0 ) also holds. With the above formalization, we have the formula of opportunistic behavior for this example
Opportunism(s, b, sell(x), S0 ).
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From the above illustration, we can think of two situations that are worth
considering. Firstly, if the buyer buys the cup only for decoration without using
it, he will never know the cup is broken or even not care about it. In other words,
the perspective of the seller getting the cup sold and the perspective of the buyer
that the cup is good for decoration are not contradictory. That is, the buyer’s
perspective is revised to EvalRef (Vb , S0 , do(sell(x), S0 )) = appearance. Because
the cup has good appearance, sentence S0 >Vb do(sell(x), S0 ) does not hold. In
this case, the seller’s behavior may not be opportunistic from the perspective
of the buyer, if the social norms are not taken into account. The subjectivity of
opportunism is reﬂected by the diﬀerent judgement on the same action. Secondly,
if there is nothing the seller can do except sell the broken cup when being in
state S0 , it will be regarded as opportunistic behavior with the nature of selfdefense based on our ﬁrst formal deﬁnition. It is because there is no moral or
legal evaluation in this deﬁnition thus no matter whether the behavior is good or
bad. In this sense, we can assume social context and analyze it with Deﬁnition
4.6.3. Suppose self-defense behavior is allowed by the society (P E(i, a, S0 )). Then
S0 >VA do(sell(x), S0 ) does not hold. Therefore, it is not opportunistic behavior
from the perspective of the society. In our example, however, the options available
to the buyer in state S0 are {sell, keep}, which means selling the broken cup is
not the only action that he can perform.
Further, with the help of our model, we can gain practical insights into constraint mechanism of opportunism. In our case, one important reason why the
seller’s behavior is seen as opportunistic is that the seller and the buyer evaluate
the state transition from two contradictory perspectives based on their value
systems. In other words, even though they both go for economic value, they
look at diﬀerent things for evaluation. When applying this approach in collaborative relationship, it is much easier to understand how the relationship ends
in defection. Therefore, one deterrence mechanism for partner opportunism is to
avoid having contrasted value systems in the relationship. As for the precondition of opportunism, even though it is diﬃcult to prevent knowledge asymmetry
in business transactions, we still need to think about how much information we
can provide to our partners and how they are going to use the information.

6

Discussion

As it is the ﬁrst step of our work, we try to propose a simple but elegant model
of opportunism for diﬀerent context settings by making restricted assumptions.
But it also means that the model might not manage to capture every possible
scenarios. For instance, in Sect. 4.2 we only talk about the interaction between
two agents and investigate the evaluation on the state transition from the perspectives of the two agents who are involved in the transaction. But actually such
evaluation can also be done by others. Assume that a person sees the transaction and his value system is incompatible with agent i’s. He may get angry
with the seller even though he is not involved. In this sense, the behavior that
is performed by agent i is considered to be opportunistic from the perspective
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of the third agent. Further, our models only consider intentional actions. However, opportunistic behavior can also be about intentional inaction, which should
really have been taken for obligation or responsibility, such as hiding important
information. In this case, the social value gets demoted for agent i’s not performing an obligatory action instead of performing a forbidden action. Of course, our
models can capture this scenario in a way that deliberate inaction can be seen
as an action. Interesting insights can be gained from further study on this part.
We also propose that the asymmetric knowledge obtained by opportunistic
agents is value opposition about the state transition, which not the same as
our intuition. The reason can be shown by the example in Sect. 5. Intuitively
the asymmetric knowledge that the seller has is about the broken cup. Now we
assume that both the seller and the buyer know the cup is broken and the seller
sells it with a high price. Once the buyer knows that the broken cup is not worth
that price, his value will get demoted. From that we can see it does not matter
whether the fact about the broken cup is only known by one party beforehand,
but whether value opposition about the transaction is only known by one party
beforehand. In other words, the asymmetric knowledge is not about the objective
fact, but about agents’ evaluation on the state transition.

7

Related Work

Opportunism is not a new topic in social science. Since it was released by
economist Williamson, scholars have studied the typical social behavior of economic players from various perspectives i.e. transaction cost economics [13],
resource-based view [14], game theory [4], agency theory [15] and strategic
management [16]. Even though they are indeed all worthwhile, it is diﬃcult
to directly apply their conclusions to MAS for improving the system’s behavior
because most of them are informal, which makes reasoning about this behavior
in MAS impossible, and also not commonly accepted even in their own area.
In the ﬁeld of artiﬁcial intelligence, there is a tradition to devise intelligent
artifacts and construct intelligent system using symbolic representation of all
factors involved [17]. Especially for mathematical logic, it is a greatly important approach to this ﬁeld due to its highly abstract representation and reasoning about social reality. Therefore, a lot of work on logic formalism has been
designed for representing and reasoning about dynamical domains such as situation calculus [18], event calculus [19] and ﬂuent calculus [20]. We chose to use
situation calculus as our basic framework because it has been well developed
and extended with knowledge [9], belief [8] and other model semantics. In [9],
an epistemic ﬂuent Know(P, s) is proposed by adapting the standard possibleworld model of knowledge to situation calculus. We use this approach to deﬁne
knowledge asymmetry where agents possess diﬀerent amount of knowledge.
We integrated the notion of value into situation calculus to represent agents’
preference on situations. However, in logical formalization, people usually use
goals rather than value (e.g. [12,21]) for the same purpose. Only some works in
the area of argumentation reason about agents’ preferences and decision making
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by value (e.g. [22,23]). Even though both goals and values can be used to reason
about agents’ preferences about situations, they have diﬀerent features. Goals
are concrete and should be speciﬁed with time, place and objects. For example,
to earn 1000 euros next month is a goal. If one agent’s goal is achieved in one
situation, then he has high evaluation on that situation. Value is described by
Schwartz as trans-situational [24], which means that value is relatively stable and
not limited to be applied in a speciﬁc situation. For instance, if honesty is a value
of somebody, he will be honest for a long period of time. Since state transition
results from the performing of actions, we can evaluate actions by whether our
value is promoted or demoted in the state transition, as what we do in this study.
For representing agents’ evaluation on situations, Keeney and Raiﬀa proposed
Multi-Attribute Utility Theory (MAUT) in which situations are described in
terms of a set of attributes and the utilities of the situations are calculated
by the sum of the scores on each attribute based on agents’ value system [26].
In this study, we use a similar approach in which situations are represented
through propositions and agents focus on a speciﬁc proposition based on their
value systems to evaluate a state transition. Apparently, diﬀerent agents may
focus on diﬀerent propositions thus having diﬀerent evaluations on the same
state transition.

8

Conclusions

Agents situated with information asymmetry might perform opportunistic
behavior to others in their interest. Numerous works about such a social behavior have been seen in social science due to its negative eﬀect on the relationship.
However, most conclusions are based on a given form of opportunism, making it hard to build a fundamental theory that can be applied in any contexts.
This study took the initiative to propose a formal model of opportunism based
on the extended informal deﬁnition from Williamson. The modeling work was
done based on situation calculus integrating the notion of value. We ﬁrst have a
preliminary model that only considers a single action between two agents, and
then extend it for multiple actions with social context. Each model captures
interesting properties that useful for our future research.
It is important to keep in mind that our aim is not to indicate where opportunistic behavior comes from through the model we propose, as before coming
to this part we should have a thorough understanding of the nature of opportunism. Therefore, the main strength of this study is deﬁning such a behavior
from our speciﬁc perspective in a formal way, so as to represent the elements
in the deﬁnition and how they relate to each other, towards building a formal
system of opportunism. Only when we have a formal system can we perform
further investigation on its emergence and constraint mechanism.
Further study can be carried out on the state transition within our formal
system. For having a formal deﬁnition of opportunism, we deﬁned a set of ﬂuents that characterize the situations before and after the action is performed.
However, we still have no idea how the truth value of each ﬂuent is changed in
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the successor situation. For instance, ﬂuent knowledge asymmetry is true in the
initial situation for being a precondition of opportunism, but with our formalization we cannot prove its truth value after the action is performed. This problem
can be solved by having successor state axioms for each ﬂuent we deﬁne, which
is important to representing and reasoning about the dynamics of our formal
system. Of course, it is not necessary to do that for just having a formal deﬁnition. Another avenue would be to investigate how opportunism emerges based on
the deﬁnition of opportunism. As we mentioned in our example, agents are not
able to perform opportunistic behavior if the precondition knowledge asymmetry
fails. However, it is common that agents stay in diﬀerent positions with a diﬀerent amount of information, so knowledge asymmetry is unavoidable. Therefore,
we need to think about how much information and what kinds of information we
can share with our partners. Moreover, agents’ having diﬀerent perspectives on
the same value is the reason to value opposition of a state transition. So it is natural to think about how agents evaluate a situation from their perspectives and
how the perspectives relate to their value systems for the study of opportunism
emergence. Considerable insights can be achieved from the investigation about
the compatibility of diﬀerent value systems and the co-evolution of agents’ value
system with social context or environmental changes.
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